CITY OF EL LAGO
PARKS BOARD MEETING
411 TALLOWOOD DR
EL LAGO, TEXAS 77586
THE MARCH 30, 2022- 7:00 P.M.
NOTICE is hereby given of a meeting of the Parks Board of the City of El Lago,
County of Harris, State of Texas, to be held at seven o’clock (7:00) PM on March
30, 2022 at the City Hall Events Room, 411 Tallowood Drive, El Lago, Texas, for the
purpose of considering the numbered items below.
AGENDA

2.

Announce Present Members of Parks Board

3.

Citizen Forum - Citizens who wish to speak to the Parks Board Members will be
heard at this time. Citizens are limited to three (3) minutes for their comments to the
City Council.

4.

Consent Agenda
4.1. Minutes from the Parks Board meeting 9 March, 2022

5.

Reports
5.1. Girl Scout Troop Leader Christina Hutton presenting on butter y garden
project at McNair Park

6.

Old business
6.1. Summary of previous city council meeting by Chair Bachner
6.2. McNair, Witty, and Armstrong Park
6.3. Review and edit maintenance items to be requested at next council meeting

7.

New business
7.1. Discuss/ Approve new Parks Rules & Regulations and Curfew
7.2. Discuss/ Approve Parks Board missions statement, responsibilities and new
Parks Board Positions and their responsibilities
7.3. Discuss vegetation options for owerbed along Lakeshore Drive by McNair
park, McNair memorial and memorial at Armstrong Park and mulch options

fl

Call to Order

fl

1.

7.4. Review park's playground safety report and construct action plan of
recommendations to be presented to city council
8.

Future item requests
Security camera options for parks
Grant options and fundraisers
Park Sign Design Options

9.

Adjournment

I CERTIFY THAT A COPY OF THIS NOTICE OF THE PARKS BOARD
MEETING FOR THE DATE LISTED ABOVE WAS POSTED AT CITY
HALL, 411 TALLOWOOD DRIVE, EL LAGO, TEXAS, AT LEAST 72
HOURS IN ADVANCE PER THE TEXAS OPEN MEETINGS ACT.
__________________________ Rachel Lewis, City Secretary

CITY OF EL LAGO
MINUTES OF THE MARCH 9, 2022
PARKS BOARD MEETING
98 LAKESHORE DRIVE
EL LAGO, TEXAS 77586
Notice is hereby given that the Parks Board of the City of El Lago, Texas
will meet at the above date and time in the Municipal Court Chambers
located at 98 Lakeshore Drive, El Lago, Texas, and will consider, and if
appropriate will take action, with respect to the following agenda items.

Call to Order

2.

Absent members. Member Rob Wohrer not present.

3.

Parks Board Chair election
3.1. Vote/Approve new position of Parks Board Chair accordance with city
ordinance Sec. 12-22. Member Ryan Brooks nominated member Ti any
Bachner for Parks Board Chair. Member Wallace accepted nomination. Member
Ryan Brooks made a motion to approve and member Tia Brooks second. Vote
to approve nominated member Bachner to Parks chair was unanimous.
3.2. Newly voted and approved Chair assumes seat. Chair Bachner assumed her
seat.

4.

Citizen Forum
Je Tave of 302 Pineview Circle informed members of his previous position on
city council and acting parks board liaison. He explained how he communicated
between the parks board and city council. Further, he reminded the parks board
that they are only an advisory board to city council. In addition, Je Tave asked
if the fence that used to be around McNair trashcan could be re-installed to hide
it.

5.

Consent Agenda
5.1. Minutes from the Parks Board Meeting of January 26, 2021. Member Ryan
Brooks made a motion to approve previous minutes. Tia Brooks second.
Approval was unanimous.

ff

1.

ff

ff

AGENDA

8.

New business
8.1. Discuss Open meetings Act Training requirement for all parks board
members. Member Ryan Brooks has already completed his training. Other
members are still in need to do so.
8.2. Discuss/Approve Parks Board responsibilities. Chair Bachner presented the
draft however, not all members had a chance to review it so the item was
postponed to the next parks board meeting. Member Ryan Brooks made a
motion to postpone and member Ruth Tully second. The vote was unanimous.
8.3. Review/Approve responsibilities of Chair, Vice-Chair, Secretary,
Groundkeeper and Treasurer positions. Member Ryan Brooks made a motion to
postpone the item until next meeting and member Shirley Brasseaux second.
Vote was unanimous.
8.4. Discuss future fundraiser and grant opportunities. Member Ryan Brooks
reported he would take a closer look at H-GAC Board to open an account for
the parks board. It would allow the parks board to receive donations and
manage them independently from city council. Future fundraiser will be held at
the El Lago parks. Chair Bachner stated that the American Rescue Plan allows
for money to be spend on playground equipment and as the city has been

fl

Old business
7.1. McNair, Witty, and Armstrong Park. Mosquito tree is still standing at McNair
Park. It is unsure when it will be taken down. McNair bathrooms are still dirty
and need to be cleaned and disinfected. Member Shirley Brasseaux stated that
the McNair Memorial needs to be cleaned and new plants need to be planted
around it. She suggested Lantanas to be placed, as they bloom all summer.
Further, she recommended to redo the entire owerbed alongside Lakeshore
Drive in front of McNair Park. It would depend in available funds. Chair Bachner
informed that the ag pole light is still not working and that residents stated at
the last council meeting that around 60 - 70 piles of dog feces are present
throughout Armstrong park. Member Brasseaux stated the memorial needed to
be pressure washed and the entire owerbed needs to be redone. She also
asked if there has been any progress on the broken power supply at the front
Lakeshore Drive entrance.

fl

7.

fl

Reports
6.1. Report on activity of previous city council meeting by City Council Liaison
Charles Parette. Council member Parette was not present. Thus, Chair Bachner
proceeded to give a brief update on city activity. Mayor Findley and city council
approved and moved forward with hiring an independent third playground
inspector for McNair and Witty Park. City secretary would be point of contact to
schedule appointment and distribute report between city council and the parks
board committee.
6.2. Girl Scout Troop Leader Christina Hutton presenting on butter y garden
project at McNair Park. Troop leader couldn’t make the meeting. Thus, this item
was postponed.

fl

6.

granted $200,000 this year 2022 and an additional $200,000 for year 2023, it
would be advisable to request funds to city council. Texas Parks & Wildlife also
has grants available to match available funds.
8.5.Vote/Approve material to be present to city council at next city council
meeting by Parks Board Chair. At this point there will be nothing present at the
next council meeting as no items were approved. Member Ryan Brooks
recommended to inform city council of the newly elected Chair and put together
a 5 year plan to tackle the issues we are expecting from the safety report.
9.

Future Items
9.1. Priority list of repairs based o inspection report. Member Brasseaux will
present a plan to x up McNair and Armstrong owerbeds and memorials. A 5 year plan needs to be generated. Chair Bachner will work on a nancial report
re ecting available funds in the city Beauti cation account. An update from the
Girl Scout Troop leader is expected at the next meeting. Safety issues need to
be addressed at McNair Park. Chair Bachner will contact Mayor Findley and
Chief Nunn to discuss options, such as earlier curfew, new park’s rules and
regulations signs and security cameras.

10. Adjournment There being no further business, Chair Bachner adjourned the
meeting at 8:37 PM

_______________________________________

fi

fl

fi

Ti any Bachner, Board Chair

ff

ff

fi

fl

(Signature)

DRAFT

Supporting Documents for item 7.1.
CURRENT CITY ORDINANCE
ARTICLE III. USE OF PARKS
Sec. 12-36.

Definitions.

The following words, terms and phrases, when used in this article, shall have the meanings
ascribed to them in this section, except where the context clearly indicates a different meaning:
Camping means but is not limited to include tents, vans, trailers, sleeping bags, and recreational
vehicles.
Group means an organization or association of individuals having a common interest or purpose
and numbering ten (10) or more persons.
Overnight means that period of time between 3:00 a.m. and 5:00 a.m.
Park means a tract of city-owned property used for recreational purposes by residents of the
city.
Pollute means to make physically impure, unclean, contaminate or contribute to degradation of
the environment such as with excessive noise, unsightly appearance, litter, etc.
Public means a resident of the city.
(Ordinance 159, sec. 2, adopted 4/21/80; Ordinance 172 adopted 9/20/82)
Sec. 12-37.

Purpose.

All city parks exist for the benefit, use, and enjoyment of the people of the city. This article is
meant to control special interest use of the city parks to prevent interference with general public
enjoyment. (Ordinance 159, sec. 1, adopted 4/21/80)
Sec. 12-38.

Prohibited acts.

It shall be unlawful for any person or group to:
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(Ordinance 149, sec. 5, adopted 11/6/78; Ordinance 159, sec. 6, adopted 4/21/80; Ordinance
264, sec. 5, adopted 11/20/89)
Cross reference – Animals, Ch. 3; motor vehicles and traffic, Ch. 9.

Sec. 12-39.

Amusement for gain.

No amusement for gain or for which a charge is made shall be conducted in any city park
without the consent of the council. (Ordinance 159, sec. 4, adopted 4/21/80)
Cross reference – Licenses and business regulations, Ch. 8.

Sec. 12-40.

Camping.

There will be no overnight camping or parking on any public street or city park within the city
limits of the city. (Ordinance 172 adopted 9/20/82)
Cross reference – Motor vehicles and traffic, Ch. 9; streets and sidewalks, Ch. 15.

Sec. 12-41.

First come basis; reservations; deposit.

Use of city park facilities shall be on a “first come” basis, except that organizations or groups of
twenty-five (25) or more persons may reserve park facilities by applying to the city secretary and
by posting a deposit of fifty dollars ($50.00) to cover possible damage or any necessary cleanup costs. (Ordinance 159, sec. 5, adopted 4/21/80; Ordinance 237, sec. A, adopted 4/18/88)
Sec. 12-42.

Reservation system.

The city may, at its discretion, establish a reservation system for park facilities to ensure fair,
equitable, and reasonable use. (Ordinance 159, sec. 5, adopted 4/21/80)
Sec. 12-43.

Hours.

El Lago city parks shall be open seven (7) days a week between the hours of 5:00 a.m. and
midnight. (Ordinance 237, sec. B, adopted 4/18/88; Ordinance 237-A adopted 12/4/95)

New suggested Park Rules and Regulations:

PARK RULES AND REGULATIONS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Park hours are from 6 A.M. to 10 P.M.
Glass containers are prohibited
Alcoholic beverage consumption is prohibited (unless otherwise indicated)
No smoking allowed on Park grounds
The consumption, sale, use, or possession of illegal drugs on park premises is
prohibited.
Littering is prohibited. Use trash receptacles
Motorized vehicles of any kind prohibited
Improperly parked vehicles will be towed
Pets are to remain caged or on leash ,no longer than six (6) feet, at all times
Pet owners are required to pick up after pets
Plants and animals are protected - do not remove or molest
No person shall feed any animal in the parks. No wildlife feeders shall be
installed in a park
Destroying public property is prohibited by Title 19, Chapter 191 of the
Government Code of Texas
Hunting and trapping of birds, mammals, or nonpoisonous reptiles on park
premises is prohibited
Camping on park premises is prohibited

Supporting Documents for item 7.2.
Parks Board Mission Statement:
The Mission of the El Lago Parks and Recreation Committee is to strive to provide
clean and safe recreational areas and to create diverse recreational opportunities to
increase the social culture and physical well being of its residents and visitors. The Parks
and Recreation Committee shall serve as an advisory body for the City of El Lago Council
within compliance of City Ordinance Sec. 12-23.
Duties include but are not limited to
• The Committee shall report to the City Secretary any desirable or needed maintenance or
improvements at the various Municipal Parks, which includes McNair Park, Robert Witty
Park and Armstrong Park.
• to regularly review and make recommendations to city council in writing, as it sees t
concerning parks planning, operation, development and budget
• The planning and coordination of the annual holiday decorations for outdoor areas of the
City, which include Fall, Halloween and Christmas.
• Recommend routine maintenance schedule for park facilities and amenities
• Guide beauti cations and grounds-keep of parks and recreation areas and entrances

fi
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Positions:
Chair - Presides at committee meetings. Creates meeting agendas. Appoints
subcommittees and subcommittee chairs. Sets goals and objectives for the committee.
Serves as point of contact and reports any information from parks board meetings to city
council and Mayor. Communicates any necessary maintenance to city secretary.
Vice Chair - Assist Chair as directed. Ful lls chair duties when chair is absent.
Secretary - Assures agenda has been prepared and distributed in advance of meetings.
Prepares o cial committee minutes. Assures documents are accessible to members and
public
Treasure - works with city secretary to keep track of parks board funds and presents
regular reports of available funds to parks board and recreational committee. Requests,
manages and provides quotes to committee
grounds-keep - regularly walks El Lago parks and recreational areas and entrances
(mentioned above) to identify needed repairs, beauti cations, and maintenance.
Responsible for seasonal decorations to be put up with help of city maintenance. Gives
regular reports to chair.

PLAYGROUND SAFETY INSPECTION CERTIFICATE
General Information
Owner:

City of El Lago

Facility:

01—McNair Memorial Park Play Playground

Address:

411 Tallowood Drive, El Lago, Texas 77586

Manufacturer/Eqpt: and Types of Materials: See report attached

Certified Playground Inspector:
Carmen L. Posey , NRPA Certified Playground Safety Inspector 47132-1122
Date of Inspection: 03/10/2022
This playground complies with Current Playground Safety Regulations
This playground does not comply with Current Playground Safety Regulation
Report Legend:
NO ISSUES

ADA ISSUE

L

M

MAINTENANCE

PRIORITY 2

H
PRIORITY 1

Intended User:
2 years to 5 years

5 years to 12 years

Form Provided By:
Carmen L. Posey, CPSI
(281) 759-1513

2 years to 12 years

Environments & co.
1846 Snake River Rd., Ste B
Katy, TX 77449
P: 281-759-1513
F: 281-759-1723

McNair Memorial Park 3OD\JURXQG&36,5HSRUW
Inspected by: Carmen Posey
Inspection Created:03/10/22

Location: McNair Memorial Park
Address: 411 Tallowood Drive
El Lago, Texas 77586

Images of Equipment in the Park
There are 2 playing areas.
Area #1: (1) 1 bay with 1 full bucket swing and 1 pull up with rings and (1) 2-bay swings with 3 belt swings per
bay.
Area #2: (1) large composite unit, (1) small composite unit, (1) pyramid rope climber, (1) merry-go-round
(whirl)

Area #1
Area #2
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Manufacturer/Equipment
Area #1: not identified
Area #2: Landscape Structure composite units; others not identified

Types of Materials
Area #1: metal swing frames with rubber belt seats
Area #2: metal/ plastic composite units, rope pyramid, metal merry go round

Part 1: GENERAL PLAYGROUND CONSIDERATIONS (CPSC 2.0)
1. Does the play area meet site requirements for safe separation from streets,
parking lots, lakes and utilities? (Complies with ASTM F2049 Standard Guide for
Fences/Barriers for Public Commercial, and Multi-Family Residential Use Outdoor
Play Areas).

Yes

Play areas are required to be accessible by all users under Americans with Disabilities Act (DOJ 2010
Standard for Accessible Design).
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2. Is there an ADA accessible path to all of the play areas?

No

Areas #2 has a perimeter curb and does not have an accessible path into the play area. An accessible
path/access curb ramp is recommended to be provided to comply with Federal Accessibility Standards. This
is a maintenance item for future ADA consideration and not a safety hazard potential.
Has the fault been repaired? No

3. Is the surfacing an ADA compliant material? i.e. sand and gravel are not ADA
accessible. It is recommended that the Owner have a statement or certificate from
the manufacturer indicating compliance with ASTM F1951 (indicates ADA
compliance of material)

No

Grass is considered an ADA compliant material as long as it is level (less than 2% cross slope), is stable and
not muddy; Shredded rubber is also considered an ADA compliant material. Area #1 has grass and Area #2
has shredded rubber as the surfacing.
Has the fault been repaired? No
4. Is there a transfer station for the composite unit that is between 14 inches to 18
inches above the protective surfacing with a handle to aid in transition?

Yes

5. Is there a ramp to access the composite unit with appropriate turn-a-round
locations and wheelchair parking space?

NA
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6. If swings are provided are any ADA swings provided?

No

Area #1 has swings but there are no inclusive swings provided. It is recommended to provide accessible
equipment to comply with Federal Accessibility Standards. This is a maintenance item for future ADA
consideration and not a safety hazard potential.
Has the fault been repaired? No

7. Are any ground level ADA accessible play components provided?

No

Area #1 (swings), and Area #2 (cloud/space play panel), pyramid rope climber, whirl are components that are
considered ground level components but in Area #1 the swings do not have any inclusive swing seats and for
Area #2 there is no accessible path. It is recommended to provide accessible equipment to comply with
Federal Accessibility Standards. This is a maintenance item for future ADA consideration and not a safety
hazard potential.
Has the fault been repaired? No
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8. Does the play area have adequate sight lines to allow parents/caregivers to keep
track of children as they move throughout the playground environments? (tube
slides and other playing spaces should have adequate visibility in and out of these
locations)

No

Because this playground is open to the general public and adult supervision cannot be guaranteed, tube slides
should have view ports or openings into the tube to discourage events that may take place within private
enclosed spaces as this space provides. There is a central sign that does recommend adult supervision,
however, the location of the tube slide does not face the main playing area so the sight line is not adequate.
Because there is a sign recommending adult supervision, this is considered a Priority 2 safety hazard potential
as there is an increased possibility that an adult will check the tube prior to allowing a child to use it, but if
there were a bench at the end of the area facing this tube slide it would discourage inappropriate use and
reduce the likelihood of inappropriate behavior even more so. This is considered a Priority 2 safety hazard
potential at the time of inspection.
Has the fault been repaired? No

Priority: Medium
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9. Does the play area have a general sign indicating Adult supervision required
and/or the age group for which the play area is intended and/or a name and phone
number to call in the event of an emergency?

No

Area #1: none
Area #2: has a general sign indicating Adult supervision is recommended and the age group is indicated as
being for children under 8 years of age; however, there should be an indication as to how young the children
using the equipment are recommended to being. The smaller composite unit is a 2-5 year old age appropriate
unit; the larger composite unit may be intended for 5-12 year old children only and the flexible rope climber is
not recommended for children under 5. Different labels indicating these age groups is needed on the different
components. See remarks below under Item 10. This is a Priority 1 safety hazard potential.
Has the fault been repaired? No

Priority: High

10. If the play area has various components that serve different age groups, do each
of the components have labels indicating the age group for that component?

No

The playground appears to serve a 2-12-year-old age group (not including the bucket seat which generally
serves a younger 6mo-24mo age group); It is critical to have age-appropriate central signage or labels on the
different components. If the age group, supervisor requirement and emergency number were provided on the
support posts of the different components, the safety hazard potential could be reduced to a maintenance
item. A permanent or fatal injury could take place if children that are too young use the equipment or children
of the intended age use the equipment without adult supervision and suffer a minor / temporary injury.
Without signage/labels on the components intended for different age groups, this is a Priority 1 safety hazard
potential
Has the fault been repaired? No
Priority: High
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11. Are the Play components free from any components that may get excessively
hot due to sun exposure?

No

Area #1: The swings may get hot and in Area #2, the whirl may get hot and shredded rubber may get hot.
Young children burn easier; this is a Priority 2 safety hazard without the appropriate warning labels - see
remarks below under Item 12.
Has the fault been repaired? No

Priority: Medium

12. If there are components (or surfacing) that may get excessively hot due to direct
sun exposure, has a warning sign been posted to recommend having an adult check
if an item is too hot to the touch before playing?

No

Warning labels could mitigate the potential for burns and is considered a potential for minor/temporary injury;
This is a Priority 2 safety hazard potential.
Has the fault been repaired? No

Priority: Medium

13. Are the play components free from any overhead obstructions that are closer
than 7ft, such as tree branches or shade structures that are not a part of the
component? (ASTM F1487-17 - 9.8.4.1 - 7ft. clearances required unless part of the
structure)

No

Area #2 tree at the pyramid climber has tree branches the encroach into the 7ft clearance zone of the
equipment. These branches are recommended to be pruned but this is considered a maintenance item at the
time of inspection.
Has the fault been repaired? No

Priority: Low
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14. What type of fall surfacing material is provided?

Area #1: noneand #2:
shreddedrubber

15. Is the fall surfacing material in good condition?i.e. is it compacted if wood
mulch, shredding/peeling if rubber p.i.p.

No

Area #1 does not have any fall surfacing; Area #2 is shredded rubber mulch but is insufficient to prevent a
permanent and/or fatal injury. See critical fall heights and depths noted under Part 5 item 1, below. This is a
Priority 1 safety hazard potential.
Has the fault been repaired? No

Priority: High

16. What type/material is the perimeter/border of the play area?

Plastic at area#2

17. Is the border material in good condition?

No

Area #2 has a few broken plastic borders. This is a maintenance item, not a safety hazard potential at time of
inspection.
Has the fault been repaired? No

Priority: Low
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18. Does the equipment have adequate protective surfacing under and around it?

No

As noted above under Item 15, Area #1 does not have any protective surfacing; Areas #2 has insufficient
depth of surfacing to prevent a permanent and/or fatal injury.
A certificate should be on file indicating that the depth of shredded rubber is sufficient to prevent a fatal injury
from the critical fall height of the play area. Shredded rubber is typically sufficient to prevent a
permanent/fatal injury from a 10 ft. critical fall height at a 6" depth. Having the certificate is recommended.
This is considered a Priority 1 safety hazard at the time of inspection.
Has the fault been repaired? No

21" to top; should
be 18";
The underside
should be no less
than 9" above the
surfacing

Priority: High

There are markers on the large composite unit
that indicate that the top of the surfacing is
sufficient to prevent a permanent / fatal injury;
however, when the material is measured, it is not
sufficient; see Part 5, Item 1.
The deck of the whirl is to be no greater than 18
inches above the surfacing; The top of the whirl
measured 21 inches at the time of inspection; This
increases the likelihood of a fall and a permanent /
fatal injury due to the lack of surfacing depth.

19. Does the play area have adequate drainage, especially in heavy use areas such
as under the swings and slide areas?

Yes

20. Are all play structures anchored to the ground? (ASTM F1487-17 - 5.3)

Yes

Part 2: DETERIORATION OF THE EQUIPMENT (CPSC 2.5)
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1. Is the equipment free of any visible rust, chipped paint, rot, cracks or splinters
(CPSC 2.5.1)

No

Area #1 has rusting chains and frames and peeling paint on the frames - the peeling paint is a maintenance
item but the rusting chains that present rough surfaces as is noted below under Part 3, Item 1 and is a Priority
2 safety hazard potential at these locations.
Area #2 at the large composite unit has peeling paint and rusting components which are maintenance items,
but it also has a cracked tube slide and broken climber hand hold (noted below under Part 3, Item 1) and the
whirl that has rusting connections and plate cover (with sharp edge exposed as noted below under Part 3, Item
1) which are Priority 2 safety hazard potential locations. The peeling paint and most of the rusting locations
are maintenance items, but other items noted in other locations of the report are Priority 1 and Priority 2 safety
hazard potential locations.
Has the fault been repaired? No

Priority: High
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2. Is the equipment free of any loose or missing fastening devices?

Yes

3. Is the equipment free of any worn connections, such as worn 's'-hooks, chains or
connectors?

No

Area #1 swings have worn 's' hook connections that are recommended to be changed to 'c' clamps. The 's'
hooks pull apart at their openings and present entanglement hazard potential locations as is noted below
under Part 3, Item 4. This is a Priority 2 safety hazard at these locations.
Has the fault been repaired? No

Priority: Medium

4. Are swing seats in good condition, no cracks, splits or damage?

Yes

5. Are all moving components free of excessive wear?

No

none
Has the fault been repaired? No

Priority: Low
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6. Are chains and / or cables in good condition and not worn out?

No

Area #1 has chains that are rusting and rough at the connections (see Part 3, Item 1 below) which could lead
to minor / temporary injury; plans should be made to have these changed.
Has the fault been repaired? No

Priority: Medium

7. Are nuts and bolts tight with no wear noted?

Yes

8. Is the play area free of any missing or damaged play equipment components or
parts?

No

Area #2: The large composite unit has a tube slide that is broken (see below under Part 3, Item 1 and Part 4,
Item 5) and a broken hand hold at the climber (noted below under Part 3, Item 1) - which are Priority 2 safety
hazard potential locations, and the smaller composite unit is missing the bar that acts as the hand hold and
the bar to encourage sitting prior to going down the slide (noted below under Part 5, Item 20). This is a Priority
1 safety hazard potential at the time of inspection. See other items noted for photos.
Has the fault been repaired? No

Priority: High

9. Is the play equipment free of any missing or damaged protective caps or plugs?

Yes

Part 3: GENERAL HAZARDS (CPSC 3.0)
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1. Is equipment free of sharp edges, points, corners or rough surfaces? (ASTM
F1487-17 - 6.2)

No

Area #1: The chains are rusty and rough at the swings, but this is a maintenance item and not a safety hazard
potential at the time of inspection; The ends of the swing frame on the swing that has an A-frame encourages
climbing and it does have ends of the top bar that present sharp edges that could lead to minor / temporary
injuries and is considered a Priority 2 safety hazard potential.
Area #2: The larger composite unit has protective coating that is peeling and exposing sharp corners of the
deck platforms, there is a broken hand hold on the climber panel that presents a rough surface, and the tube
slide has cracks at the top of the tube (noted above under Part 2, Item 8 and below under Part 4, Item 5) , and
the whirl has a metal plate at the center of the whirl that is rusting and has a sharp edge exposed - these could
each lead to minor / temporary injuries and are considered Priority 2 safety hazard potential locations.
Has the fault been repaired? No

Priority: Medium
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2. Is the equipment free of any Entanglement or Impalement hazard potentials
where a child may run or fall into it? For example if the diameter of a projection
increases in the direction away from the surrounding surface toward the exposed
end, or bolts that expose more than two threads beyond the end of a nut, forms an
impalement/laceration hazard potential and may be an entanglement hazard
potential. (ASTM F1487-17 - 6.4)

No

See below under Item 1 for the swings which have an impalement hazard at the top bar of the swing frame.
This is a Priority 1 safety hazard potential.
Has the fault been repaired? No
3. Is the equipment free of any hazardous protrusions or projections such as bars or
bolts that extend beyond one of the projection gauges presenting an impalement
hazard? Protrusions that fit within a 0.50 inch dia. ring and extend beyond 0.25 inch
or a 1.50 inch dia. ring and extend beyond 0.75 inches or extend beyond a 3.0 inch
dia. ring and extends beyond 1.5 inches are considered protrusions that may cause
an impalement if a child should fall against the hazard. (ASTM F1487-17 - 6.4.3)

No

Area #1 has swings that have an A-frame as is noted below under Part 5, Item 25, which encourages climbing.
At the top bar of the swing frame there are bolts that extend upwards that present hazardous protrusions that
may cause an impalement and if the child should fall as a result it could lead to permanent / fatal injury as
there is no safety surfacing in this area. This is a Priority 1 safety hazard potential at the time of inspection.
Has the fault been repaired? No
Priority: High
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4. Is the equipment free of any potential entanglement hazards due to open 's'-hooks
and/or 'c'-hooks? A hook is considered closed if there is no gap or space greater
than 0.4 inches, about a dime's thickness. (ASTM F1487-17 - 6.4.5).

No

Area #1: There are several swings that have open "s" connections that present potential for entanglement as
in noted above under Part 2, Item 3. This is a Priority 2 safety hazard potential at these locations.
Has the fault been repaired? No

Priority: Medium

5. Is the equipment free from any pinch, crush and/or shearing points between
moving parts? i.e. at clatter bridges or at the surface of merry-go-round platforms
between the axis and periphery should not permit a 5/16 inch rod to penetrate
completely through the surface; roller slides should not have spaces between
adjacent rollers, ends of the rollers and the stationary structure greater than 3/16
inch. (ASTM F1487-17 - 6.5).

Yes

6. Is the equipment free from any rigid entrapment hazards on the play equipment,
such as completely bound openings with vertical or horizontal protective barrier rails
spaced greater than 3.5 inches (3 inches for Toddlers) but less than 9 inches that
would allow a child's feet to go through the opening but not allow their head to pass
through, primarily if the child is not able to stand flat footed on the ground while
entrapped, posing a potential strangulation? (ASTM F1487-17 - 6.1)

Yes
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7. Is the equipment free from any flexible entrapment hazards on the play
equipment, such as completely bound openings at flexible rope nets, flexible chain
climbers, openings in full bucket seat swing, where the size and shape may change
when force is applied? (Do the probes pass through opening by force no greater
than 30lbs. for Toddlers, 50lbs. for older children).

Yes

8. Is the equipment free from any partially bound openings that have an entrapment
hazard potential? i.e. locations where the opening is not closed and where the
lowest leg of the opening is tilted upward (above the horizontal) and for Toddlers
tilted 45 degrees below the horizontal. (ASTM F1487-17 -6.1.4).

Yes

9. Is the swing equipment free of any protrusions in the path of travel of the swing
seat front, back or underside that sticks out more than 1/8 inch? (ASTM F1487-17 6.4.1)

Yes

10. Is the play area free from any tripping hazards, such as exposed footing, rocks,
tree roots or any other environmental obstacles in the play area?

No

Area #1: There is an exposed root at the base of the swings which presents a tripping hazard.
Area #2: The plastic border located between the whirl and the larger composite unit presents a tripping hazard
as the children go between these play activities, and there is exposed filter fabric at the smaller composite unit
that presents a tripping hazard. Tripping hazards may lead to minor / temporary injuries and these locations
are considered Priority 2 safety hazard potential locations at the time of inspection.
Has the fault been repaired? No

Priority: Medium
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11. Are slides free from any gaps or spaces that could trap strings, clothing and/or
body parts between slide platforms and the start of the slide chute?

Yes

12. Are slides free from any projections greater than 1/8 inch away from the slide
bed perpendicular to the plane of the surrounding surface, posing entanglement
hazards? (This is not applicable to the underside of the slide chute).

Yes

13. Is the play area free from any suspended components that are within 45 degrees
of horizontal and less than 7 ft. above the protective surfacing? Suspended
components should be fastened at both ends unless they are a maximum of 7
inches long or attached to a swing seat and should not be able to be looped back on
themselves to create a circle with a 5 inch or greater perimeter. (This does not apply
to swings, climbing nets, or if the suspended component is more than 7 ft. above the
protective surfacing and a minimum of 1 inch at its widest cross-section). (ASTM
F1487-17 - 6.6).

Yes

Part 4: GENERAL UPKEEP OF PLAYGROUNDS (CPSC 4.0)
1. Is the entire playground free from miscellaneous debris, graffiti, litter such as
cans, animal waste, broken glass, grass, and/or weeds within the playing area?

No

Area #2: There is graffiti on the small composite unit and on the outside of the tube slide of the larger
composite unit. This is a maintenance item and not a safety hazard potential at the time of inspection.
Has the fault been repaired? No

Priority: Low

2. Is the swing support structure in good condition, secure with no noted movement?

Yes

3. Is the slide support structure in good condition, secure with no noted movement?

Yes

4. Are access devices to the equipment in good condition, secure and no noted
movement?

Yes
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5. Are slide beds smooth with no damage, openings or sharp edges noted?

No

Area #2 has the composite unit with a tube slide that is cracked in several locations along the top of the tube.
Children like to climb on top of the tube and with the plastic already fatigued, it could collapse leading to a
potential permanent / fatal injury should they fall off onto the surfacing which is lacking in depth. At the time
of inspection, however, the tube has not collapsed, so this is considered a Priority 2 safety hazard potential, as
the current risk is that of a minor / temporary injury should a child get scraped if they have their hands up as
they go down the tube.
Has the fault been repaired? No

Priority: Medium

6. Are all guardrails, protective barriers, support bars and other related devices fully
secured with no noted movement?

Yes

Part 5: PARTS OF THE PLAYGROUND (CPSC 5.0)
INFORMATION: Never use less than 9 inches of loose-fill material (provides fall height of 7ft typical unless it is
Engineered wood chips which may provide protection from head injury up to 10ft max. fall) except for
shredded rubber (6 inches is recommended which provides 10ft fall height protection typically). Shallower
depths are too easily displaced and compacted. It is recommended that a certificate indicating compliance
with ASTM F1292 that indicates the fall heights for which the protective surfacing material has been tested be
kept on file for the Owner's records.
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1. What are the critical fall heights of the different components and their respective fall surfacing depth at
time of inspection?
Area #1: tot swing at 6’-11” with depth at 0; 2-bay swings at 11’-7” with depth at 0
Area #2: large composite unit at 8’-1” height with 0 -1” depth of surfacing, small composite unit at 2’-8” height
with 0-1” depth, merry go round at 21” height with 0-1” depth of surfacing and pyramid rope climber at 9’-7”
height with 0-1” depth
2. Is the play area free of any designated playing surfaces that are equal to or
greater than 2 inches x 2 inches flat surface having an angle less than 30 degrees
from horizontal, that is not accommodated by the depth of fall surfacing provided?
(CPSC definitions)
3. Are the appropriate clear use zones provided for the equipment? Swings, clear 6ft
on ends, 2xht in front and in back; 6ft clear typical; 9 ft if between equipment that is
greater than 30 inches high; 9ft between equipment if one is less than 30 inches
high and adjacent is greater than 30 inches high; no overlap at merry-go-rounds
unless rotating eqpt is less than 20 inch diameter. Front and back side use zones of
swings should never overlap use zone of other equipment.

Yes

No

Area #1 swings lack the clear use zone at the ends and at the rear (side along the walk) and Area #2 lacks the
clear use zone between the pyramid rope climber and the smaller composite unit. This increases the potential
for a collision of the children as they run around the equipment which could lead to a minor / temporary injury
or they could fall onto the adjacent sidewalk (in the case of the swings) or adjacent equipment (in the case of
the area between the rope climber and the composite unit). This is a Priority 2 safety hazard potential at these
locations.
Has the fault been repaired? No

Priority: Medium

measured
5'-8"
from center needs
to be min. of
23'-2" (2x the pivot
height above the
surface)
4. Are platforms horizontal within a tolerance of +/-2degrees and have openings for
drainage? (ASTM F1487-17 - 7.5)

Yes

5. Are the platforms at the age appropriate height for the designated age group?
Platforms for Toddlers (6m-23mo.) do not exceed 32 inches from the ground;
Differences in platforms for Toddlers = 7 inches, for Pre-School (2-5 yrs) = 12 inches,
and for School-age (5-12 yrs) = 18 inches.

Yes
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6. Do the elevated platforms have the appropriate barriers and/or guardrails for the
designated age group? For Toddlers: if platforms above 18 inches barriers used with
top rail at 24 inches or higher & bottom rails less than 3 inches above platform;
Preschool-age if platforms is 20 inches heigh but less than 30 inches, guardrails
with top rail at 29 inches or greater with bottom rail greater than 9 inches but less
than or equal to 23 inches are used; If platform greater than 30 inches high, the top
barrier rail is 29 inches or higher with bottom rail less than 3.5 inches above
platform; For School-age if platform is greater than 30 inches high but less than 48
inches, the top guardrail is 38 inches or higher with bottom rail greater than 9 inches
but less than 28 inches; If the platform height is greater than 48 inches, barrier top
rail is 38 inches or higher with bottom rail less than 3.5 inches above platform.

Yes

INFORMATION: Barriers/Guardrails do not apply where these would interfere with the intended use of the
equipment, such as climbing equipment, or platforms layered so that the fall height is 7 inches for Toddlers,
max. 20 inches for Preschool, and max. 30 inches for School age.
7. Are all of the openings in barriers/guardrails off of the platforms equal to or less
than 15 inches where connecting components are accessed? (ASTM F1487-17 - 7.5)

Yes

8. If openings in barriers/guardrails off of platforms are wider than 15 inches do they
have a guardrail to prevent an accidental fall? (ASTM F1487-17 - 7.5.5.2)

Yes

9. Is the play equipment free of any open spaces or gaps between stepped
platforms that present entrapment hazard potentials? For Toddlers if space is less
than 7 inches, infill should be used to reduce space to less than 3 inches; for
Preschool (and School-age), if the space exceeds 9 inches and the height of the
lower platform above the surfacing exceeds 30 inches (48 inches for School-age),
infill should be provided to reduce the space to less than 3.5 inches.

Yes

10. Are the methods of access and egress age appropriate for the designated
users? Rung ladders, arch climbers are not the sole means of access for 2-5yr-old
users.

Yes

11. Are hand supports provided for transitions between the top of the access
method and the platform?

Yes

12. Do the rungs and hand gripping components have a diameter between 0.95
inches and 1.55 inches? The preferred is 1.25 inches.

Yes

13. Are there continuous handrails the full length of both sides of stairways and
stepladders? (ASTM F1487-17 7.2.6)

Yes

14. Is the vertical distance from the front edge of step to the top surface of the
handrail age appropriate? Toddlers = 15-20 inches; Preschool=22-26 inches; Schoolage=22-38inches

Yes

15. Are steps and rungs of ladders evenly spaced within a tolerance of +/-0.25
inches and horizontal within a tolerance of +/-2degrees? (ASTM F1487-17 7.2)

Yes

16. If wheelchair ramps are provided do they have handrails on both sides if 30
inches above the protective surface for Pre-School, and 48 inches for School Age
children? (ASTM F1487-17-7.5.5.5)

NA

17. If wheelchair ramps are provided, do they have a curb projecting above the ramp
a min. of 2 inches (except when guardrails or ramps present that meet
requirements)? (ASTM F1487-17 - 7.5.5.6)

NA
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INFORMATION: Sliding Poles, 360+degree slides, chain or cable walks, track rides, fulcrum seesaws, log rolls,
free standing arch or flexible climbers not for Preschool or younger; Balance Beams and Merry-go-rounds not
for Toddlers; Preschool Age balance beams max. 12 inches, merry-go-rounds max. 14 inches; School Age
balance beam max. 16 inches, merry-go-rounds max. 18 inches; Perimeter of openings in net structure should
be less than 17 inches, or greater than 28 inches. Horizontal ladders/rings are for 4-12yr olds; 4 and 5 yr old
max. height is 60 inches with take-off at 18 inches max, and School age no more than 84 inches height with
take-off no more than 36 inches; full bucket seats typically for 9mo.-23mo. unless labeled otherwise;
18. Do play components comply with age appropriate requirements, fall heights and
use zones?

No

As is noted above under Item 3 above, Area #1 lacks the appropriate use zone between the swing frame and
the walking path, and Area #2 lacks the appropriate use zone between the smaller composite unit and the
pyramid rope climber. This is a Priority 2 safety hazard potential at these locations.
Has the fault been repaired? No

Priority: Medium

19. Does the embankment slide chute have a max. height of 12 inches above the
underlying ground surface to elliminate the hazard of falls from elevated heights?

NA

20. Are slides provided with a means to channel a user into a sitting position at the
entrance to the slide chute, such as a guardrail, hood or other device that
discourages climbing?

No

Area #2 smaller composite unit has a slide that lacks a means to channel to user into a sitting position (noted
above under Part 2, Item 8), which increase the potential for a fall from this location. Because there is
insufficient surfacing depth, this fall most likely could lead to a permanent/fatal injury. See remarks below
under Item 21 regarding missing hand holds as well. This is a Priority 1 safety hazard potential at the time of
inspection.
Has the fault been repaired? No

Priority: High
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21. Are handholds provided to facilitate the transition from standing to sitting and
decrease the risk of falls at the slide chute entrance (except tube slides where the
tube perimeter provides hand support)?

No

As noted above under Item 20, the smaller composite unit has a slide that is missing handholds; Without hand
supports at transition from standing to sitting increases the potential for an accidental fall at this location of
the composite unit. The area is also lacking in surfacing (as indicated above) which could lead to a
permanent / fatal injury - with sufficient surfacing, this is considered a potential for a minor / temporary injury.
The handholds are needed to remove the concern of a fall at this location due to the lack of handholds. This is
a Priority 1 safety hazard potential.
Has the fault been repaired? No

Priority: High

22. Are slide platforms at least 19 inches deep for Toddlers, 14 inches deep for
Preschool and School-Age users?

Yes

23. Are slide exits for Toddlers (6mo.-23mo.) a max. of 6 inches above protective
surfacing? For older children if the slide is up to 4ft high, is the exit 11" or less above
the surfacing? If the slide is higher than 4 ft, is the exit 7" to 15" above the surfacing?

Yes

24. Do tube slides have a 23 inch minimum internal dimension?

Yes

25. Do the swings support frames discourage climbing? i.e. A-frame supports
should not have horizontal cross-bars.

No

Area #1 has A-frame which encourages climbing on to the top bar of the swings as is noted above under Part
3, Item 3. There are bolts that extend upward on the top bar that present impalement potential, which could
lead to a permanent injury and a fall would lead to a possible additional permanent and/or fatal injury as there
is no protective surfacing in this area.
Has the fault been repaired? No
Priority: High
26. Are there only two single-axis swings in a swing bay? No more than 2 are
recommended.

No

Area #1 has the 2-bay swings with each bay containing 3 swings per bay. This presents a potential for a
collision between the children as the one in the middle might exit off and get hit by the other two swinging
children leading to a minor /temporary injury. This is a Priority 2 safety hazard potential.
Has the fault been repaired? No

Priority: Medium
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27. Are two bucket seats in their own bay of swing equipment? Full bucket seat
swings should be separate from other swings or at least in a separate bay of the
same structure.

No

Area #1 has a full bucket swing combined with a pull-up/ring component which could lead to a minor /
temporary injury if there was any protective surfacing, but without protective surfacing, any collisions or falls
related to the combination of these components could lead to a permanent / fatal injury. This is considered a
Priority 1 safety hazard potential at the time of inspection.
Has the fault been repaired? No
Priority: High

28. Is the pivot point for full bucket seat swings between 47 inches to 96 inches
above the protective surfacing with the full bucket seat a minimum of 24 inches
above the protective surfacing?

Yes

29. Are belt swings no less than 12 inches above the protective surfacing?

Yes

30. If swings are for 2-12yr. old children are the belt seats between 12 inches to 18
inches above the protective surfacing? Above 18 inches, these would be intended for
5-12 yr. old children.

Yes

31. Is a multi-axis swing provided in its own bay? These should not share a bay with
another swing of any type.

NA

32. If a tire swing is provided, does the tire have a drain hole allowing the water to
drain freely?

NA

33. If a 3-D climbing net structure is provided, is the mesh structure arranged so that
there is no clear opening between flexible members with a vertical dimension
greater than 72 inches and a dia. greater than 18 inches for Preschool and 20 inches
for School age children? (ASTM F1487-17 - 8.2.5)

Yes

34. If Upper body equipment is provided, is it free from any non-compliant issues
that differ from ASTM F1487-17 8.3? If no, list the non-compliant items if not
addressed in other sections of this inspection report.

NA

35. If a fulcrum seesaw is provided does it have shock absorbing material, or does it
have a spring centering mechanism that does not have any crush or shear issues?
(ASTM F1487-8.10)

NA

36. If spring rocking equipment is provided is it free of any projections? (ASTM
F1487-17 8.11)

NA
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37. If track rides are provided is the lowest portion of the hand gripping component
64 inches - 78 inches above the protective surfacing? (ASTM F1487-17-8.13)
38. Do all components provided fit into current CPSC Guidelines and ASTM
Standards? i.e. if there is a component on site that is not covered by current CPSC
325 or ASTM F1487-17, what is it?

NA
No Notes

Inspection Complete: Carmen Posey, CPSI #47132-1122

Comments:
Priority 1 and 2 safety hazard potentials need attention. In summary:
1. Area #1 and #2 have play areas and equipment components need adult supervision and age-appropriate
signage / labels on the different components: Priority 1 safety hazard potential.
2. Area #1 and Area #2 have burn hazard potential is present; signage recommended; Priority 2 safety hazard
potential.
3. Area #1 and #2 have inadequate fall surfacing; Priority 1 safety hazard potential.
4. Area #2 has exposed rusting metal edge at whirl; Priority 2 safety hazard potential.
5. Area #1 A-frame style swings have impalement hazard and exposed metal edges at top bar; Priority 1 safety
hazard potential.
6. Area #1 has open 's' hooks at swings of Area #1; Priority 2 safety hazard potential.
7. Area #1 and #2 has tripping hazard potential locations; Priority 2 safety hazard potential.
8. Area #2 has cracks in the tube slide; Priority 2 safety hazard potential.
9. Area #1 has rough surfaces present at rusting swing chains; Priority 2 safety hazard potential.
10. Area #2 has rough surfaces present at peeling protective coating of decks and broken hand holds at large
composite unit; Priority 2 safety hazard potential.
11. Area #2 has tube slide that lacks visibility; Priority 2 safety hazard potential.
12. Area #2 has small composite unit with slide that need handholds and bar to encourage sitting and ease
transition to sitting; Priority 1 safety hazard potential.
13. Area #1 swings lack use zone; Priority 1 safety hazard potential.
14. Area #1 has 3 swings in each bay of the 2-bay swings; Priority 2 safety hazard potential.
13. Area #1 has a full bucket swing combined with chin-up/pull-up bar in the 1-bay swing; Priority 1 safety
hazard potential.
14. Area #2 has a pyramid rope climber and small composite unit lack use zone separation; Priority 2 safety
hazard potential.
15. Maintenance items that are not safety hazard potentials also need attention, but once the Priority 1 and 2
safety hazard potential items are resolved, the play area may be considered compliant with current playground
standards and guidelines.
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PLAYGROUND SAFETY INSPECTION CERTIFICATE
General Information
Owner:

City of El Lago

Facility:

02—Witty Park Play Playground

Address:

1122 Cedar Lane, El Lago, Texas 77586

Manufacturer/Eqpt: and Types of Materials: See report attached

Certified Playground Inspector:
Carmen L. Posey , NRPA Certified Playground Safety Inspector 47132-1122
Date of Inspection: 03/10/2022
This playground complies with Current Playground Safety Regulations
This playground does not comply with Current Playground Safety Regulation
Report Legend:
NO ISSUES

ADA ISSUE

L

M

MAINTENANCE

PRIORITY 2

H
PRIORITY 1

Intended User:
2 years to 5 years

5 years to 12 years

Form Provided By:
Carmen L. Posey, CPSI
(281) 759-1513

2 years to 12 years

Environments & co.
1846 Snake River Rd., Ste B
Katy, TX 77449
P: 281-759-1513
F: 281-759-1723

Witty Park 3OD\JURXQG&36,5HSRUW
Location: Witty Park
Address: 1122 Cedar Lane
El Lago, Texas 77586

Inspected by: Carmen Posey
Inspection Created:03/10/22

Images of Equipment in the Park
7 areas including:
Area #1: (1) 2-bay swings with 3 full bucket swing seats and 1 half-bucket swing seat
Area #2: (1) Composite unit
Area #3: (1) 2-bay swings with 3 belts seats in one bay and 2 belt seats with 1 full bucket seat in the second
bay.
Area #4: Merry go round - whirl
Area #5: (1) balance beam, (1) 4-person see-saw rocker, (3) independent spring rockers
Area #6: Independent ground level play house
Area #7: Witty Witty Woo Woo - play equipment climber recommended to be declared an art piece not for
climbing
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Area #1

Area #2

Area #3

Area #4
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Area #5

Area #7

Area #6
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Manufacturer/Equipment

Notes

Areas 1, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 do not have the manufacturer identified; Area #2 is Superior Recreation / Kraftsman
equipment

Types of Materials
Area #1 and #3 are metal swing frames with rubber belts seats
Area #2: metal/plastic composite unit
Area #4: Metal merry-go-round
Area #5: Metal balance beam and metal rockers.
Area #6: Pressed board and wood playhouse
Area #7: Metal structure with wood bench

Part 1: GENERAL PLAYGROUND CONSIDERATIONS (CPSC 2.0)
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1. Does the play area meet site requirements for safe separation from streets,
parking lots, lakes and utilities? (Complies with ASTM F2049 Standard Guide for
Fences/Barriers for Public Commercial, and Multi-Family Residential Use Outdoor
Play Areas).

No

The distance between the street to the play equipment (Area #1, #5 and #7) measured +/-81 feet. Distances
between 0-30 feet are required to have some form of vehicular barrier; between 31 -100 feet a fence (or
vegetation) is to be provided to slow a child down from getting too far away from supervisors / parents; over
100 feet to 200 feet a separation is recommended but not required. A physical separation is required between
the street and the play areas; this may be a fence or vegetation, but it should keep a child from running into the
parking lot and keep a vehicle from driving into the play area. This is a Priority 1 safety hazard potential.
Has the fault been repaired? No

Priority: High

Play areas are required to be accessible by all users under Americans with Disabilities Act (DOJ 2010
Standard for Accessible Design).
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2. Is there an ADA accessible path to all of the play areas?

No

Areas #2, #3 and #4 that have perimeter curbs GRQRWhave an accessible path into the play areas. An
accessiblepath/access curb ramp is recommended to be provided to comply with Federal Accessibility
Standards. Thisis a maintenance item for future ADA consideration and not a safety hazard potential.
Has the fault been repaired? No

3. Is the surfacing an ADA compliant material? i.e. sand and gravel are not ADA
accessible. It is recommended that the Owner have a statement or certificate from
the manufacturer indicating compliance with ASTM F1951 (indicates ADA
compliance of material)

Yes

*UDVVLVFRQVLGHUHGDQ$'$FRPSOLDQWPDWHULDODVORQJDVLWLVOHYHO OHVVWKDQFURVVVORSH LV
VWDEOHDQGQRWPXGG\6KUHGGHGUXEEHULVDOVRFRQVLGHUHGDQ$'$FRPSOLDQWPDWHULDO$UHDV
DQGKDYHJUDVVDQG$UHDVDQGKDYHVKUHGGHGUXEEHUDVWKHVXUIDFLQJ
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4. Is there a transfer station for the composite unit that is between 14 inches to 18
inches above the protective surfacing with a handle to aid in transition?

No

Area #2 is the one area with a transfer deck and it measured 26 inches above the surfacing. Currently there is
no wheelchair access into this play area. When access is provided the height of the transfer deck is to be
maintained no higher than 18 inches above the surfacing or an injury could occur. It is recommended to
provide accessible equipment to comply with Federal Accessibility Standards. This is a maintenance item for
future ADA consideration and not a safety hazard potential.
Has the fault been repaired? No

5. Is there a ramp to access the composite unit with appropriate turn-a-round
locations and wheelchair parking space?

NA

6. If swings are provided are any ADA swings provided?

No

Area #1 and Area #3 have swings but there are no inclusive swings provided. It is recommended to provide
accessible equipment to comply with Federal Accessibility Standards. This is a maintenance item for future
ADA consideration and not a safety hazard potential.
Has the fault been repaired? No
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7. Are any ground level ADA accessible play components provided?

No

Area #1 (swings), #2 (clock face play panel), #3 (swings) and #4 (whirl) DUH components that are considered
ground level components but the swings do nothave any inclusive swing seatsDQGWKHRWKHUDUHDVGRQRW
KDYHDQDFFHVVLEOHSDWKWRDQ\RIWKHVHFRPSRQHQWV It is recommended to provide accessible equipment to
comply with FederalAccessibility Standards. This is a maintenance item for future ADA consideration and
not a safety hazardpotential.
Has the fault been repaired? No

8. Does the play area have adequate sight lines to allow parents/caregivers to keep
track of children as they move throughout the playground environments? (tube
slides and other playing spaces should have adequate visibility in and out of these
locations)

Yes
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9. Does the play area have a general sign indicating Adult supervision required
and/or the age group for which the play area is intended and/or a name and phone
number to call in the event of an emergency?

No

The playground appears to serve a 2-12-year-old age group (and younger at the bucket swing seats); It is
critical to have age-appropriate labels on the different components. Only Area #2 has the appropriate labels
provided indicating that the equipment is for a 2-5 year old age group for this component. If the age group,
supervisor requirement and emergency number were provided on the support posts of the different equipment
components, the safety hazard potential could be reduced to a maintenance item. A permanent or fatal injury
could take place if children that are too young use the equipment or children of the intended age use the
equipment without adult supervision and suffer a minor / temporary injury. Without signage, this is a Priority 1
safety hazard potential.
Has the fault been repaired? No
Priority: High

10. If the play area has various components that serve different age groups, do each
of the components have labels indicating the age group for that component?

No

See remarks above under Item no. 9 above.
Has the fault been repaired? No

Priority: High
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11. Are the Play components free from any components that may get excessively
hot due to sun exposure?

No

Area #3 (swings) and Area #4 (whirl) are in direct sunlight. The areas with shredded rubber (Area #4 and Area
#5) may get hot in direct sunlight. The swing seats may get hot and the metal surface and handholds of the
whirl may get hot. Area #2 is fairly shaded and it is the only component that has a warning label indicating
that the surfaces should be checked prior to allowing children to play on the equipment. Young children's skin
burns easily and a minor / temporary injury could occur. Warning labels could mitigate this Priority 2 safety
hazard potential.
Has the fault been repaired? No

Priority: Medium

12. If there are components (or surfacing) that may get excessively hot due to direct
sun exposure, has a warning sign been posted to recommend having an adult check
if an item is too hot to the touch before playing?

No

Only Area #2 has a warning label. See remarks under item 11 above.
Has the fault been repaired? No

Priority: Medium

13. Are the play components free from any overhead obstructions that are closer
than 7ft, such as tree branches or shade structures that are not a part of the
component? (ASTM F1487-17 - 9.8.4.1 - 7ft. clearances required unless part of the
structure)
14. What type of fall surfacing material is provided?

Yes

Area #1, #3, #6,
#7 are in grass;
Area #2 has
wood mulch,
Area #4 and #5
have shredded
rubber.

15. Is the fall surfacing material in good condition?i.e. is it compacted if wood
mulch, shredding/peeling if rubber p.i.p.

No

Area #1 and #3 do not have any fall surfacing; Area #2 is compacted wood mulch and these are insufficient to
prevent a permanent and/or fatal injury. See critical fall heights and depths noted under Part 5 item 1, below.
This is a Priority 1 safety hazard potential.
Has the fault been repaired? No

Priority: High
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16. What type/material is the perimeter/border of the play area?

Area #1 and #3
do not have any
borders; Areas
#2 and #4 have
plastic borders,
Area #5 has a
wood border

17. Is the border material in good condition?

No

Area #4 has a few broken plastic borders. This is a maintenance item, not a safety hazard potential at time of
inspection.
Has the fault been repaired? No

Priority: Low

18. Does the equipment have adequate protective surfacing under and around it?

No

As noted above under Item 15, Areas #1 and #3 do not have any protective surfacing; Areas #2, #4 and #5 has
insufficient depth of surfacing to prevent a permanent and/or fatal injury.
A certificate should be on file indicating that the depth of shredded rubber and the depth of wood chips
provided is sufficient to prevent a fatal injury from the critical fall height of the play area. Shredded rubber is
typically sufficient to prevent a permanent/fatal injury from a 10 ft. critical fall height at a 6" depth. Engineered
wood fiber is typically sufficient to prevent a permanent/fatal injury from a 7ft critical fall height at a 9" depth.
Having the certificate is recommended. This is considered a Priority 1 safety hazard at the time of inspection.
Has the fault been repaired? No

Priority: High

19. Does the play area have adequate drainage, especially in heavy use areas such
as under the swings and slide areas?

Yes

20. Are all play structures anchored to the ground? (ASTM F1487-17 - 5.3)

Yes

Part 2: DETERIORATION OF THE EQUIPMENT (CPSC 2.5)
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1. Is the equipment free of any visible rust, chipped paint, rot, cracks or splinters
(CPSC 2.5.1)

No

Area #1 and #3 has rusting chains, peeling protective coating at the seats, peeling paint on the frame, bent
frame at the base of Area #1 swing frame, Area #4 has rusting components, Area #5 has broken rockers, Area
#6 house rotting wood and exposed screws and Area #7 has rusting metal edges. Most of these are
maintenance items, but the broken components and the rusting metal edges are potential locations for minor
/temporary injury to occur and are considered Priority 2 safety hazard locations.
Has the fault been repaired? No

Priority: Medium
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2. Is the equipment free of any loose or missing fastening devices?

Yes

3. Is the equipment free of any worn connections, such as worn 's'-hooks, chains or
connectors?

No

Area #1 and #3 have worn connections and chains that should have plans made for replacement in the near
future. This is considered a maintenance item and not a safety hazard potential at the time of inspection.
Has the fault been repaired? No

Priority: Low
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4. Are swing seats in good condition, no cracks, splits or damage?

No

Area #1 has a half-bucket seat that has the protective coating peeling and exposing sharp edges that could
lead to minor/temporary injury and replacement is recommended. This is a Priority 2 safety hazard potential.
Has the fault been repaired? No

Priority: Medium

5. Are all moving components free of excessive wear?

Yes

6. Are chains and / or cables in good condition and not worn out?

No

As is noted above under Item 3, Area #3 has rusting chains that are not in good condition and plans should be
made for replacement in the near future. This is a maintenance item and not a safety hazard potential at the
time of inspection.
Has the fault been repaired? No
7. Are nuts and bolts tight with no wear noted?

Priority: Low
Yes
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8. Is the play area free of any missing or damaged play equipment components or
parts?

No

Area #1 has a bent swing frame (not a safety hazard potential at the time of inspection); Area #5 has rockers
that are broken at the springs which do pose potential for minor / temporary injury if there were adequate fall
surfacing, but because this area lacks adequate fall surfacing, a fall from these rockers could lead to a
permanent / fatal injury and is considered a Priority 1 safety hazard potential at the time of inspection.
Has the fault been repaired? No
Priority: High

9. Is the play equipment free of any missing or damaged protective caps or plugs?

Yes

Part 3: GENERAL HAZARDS (CPSC 3.0)
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1. Is equipment free of sharp edges, points, corners or rough surfaces? (ASTM
F1487-17 - 6.2)

No

Area #6 has rotting wood that exposes rough surfaces and the component at Area #7 has rusting metal that
exposes sharp edges - these could lead to minor / temporary injuries and are considered Priority 2 safety
hazard potential items.
Has the fault been repaired? No

Priority: Medium

2. Is the equipment free of any Entanglement or Impalement hazard potentials
where a child may run or fall into it? For example if the diameter of a projection
increases in the direction away from the surrounding surface toward the exposed
end, or bolts that expose more than two threads beyond the end of a nut, forms an
impalement/laceration hazard potential and may be an entanglement hazard
potential. (ASTM F1487-17 - 6.4)

Yes

3. Is the equipment free of any hazardous protrusions or projections such as bars or
bolts that extend beyond one of the projection gauges presenting an impalement
hazard? Protrusions that fit within a 0.50 inch dia. ring and extend beyond 0.25 inch
or a 1.50 inch dia. ring and extend beyond 0.75 inches or extend beyond a 3.0 inch
dia. ring and extends beyond 1.5 inches are considered protrusions that may cause
an impalement if a child should fall against the hazard. (ASTM F1487-17 - 6.4.3)

Yes
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4. Is the equipment free of any potential entanglement hazards due to open 's'-hooks
and/or 'c'-hooks? A hook is considered closed if there is no gap or space greater
than 0.4 inches, about a dime's thickness. (ASTM F1487-17 - 6.4.5).

No

Area #1 and Area #3 swings have open 's' hooks at some of the swings. Open 's' hooks pose the potential for
clothing entanglement that could lead to a minor / temporary injury. Priority 2 safety hazard potential.

Has the fault been repaired? No

Priority: Medium

5. Is the equipment free from any pinch, crush and/or shearing points between
moving parts? i.e. at clatter bridges or at the surface of merry-go-round platforms
between the axis and periphery should not permit a 5/16 inch rod to penetrate
completely through the surface; roller slides should not have spaces between
adjacent rollers, ends of the rollers and the stationary structure greater than 3/16
inch. (ASTM F1487-17 - 6.5).

Yes

6. Is the equipment free from any rigid entrapment hazards on the play equipment,
such as completely bound openings with vertical or horizontal protective barrier rails
spaced greater than 3.5 inches (3 inches for Toddlers) but less than 9 inches that
would allow a child's feet to go through the opening but not allow their head to pass
through, primarily if the child is not able to stand flat footed on the ground while
entrapped, posing a potential strangulation? (ASTM F1487-17 - 6.1)

Yes

7. Is the equipment free from any flexible entrapment hazards on the play
equipment, such as completely bound openings at flexible rope nets, flexible chain
climbers, openings in full bucket seat swing, where the size and shape may change
when force is applied? (Do the probes pass through opening by force no greater
than 30lbs. for Toddlers, 50lbs. for older children).

Yes

8. Is the equipment free from any partially bound openings that have an entrapment
hazard potential? i.e. locations where the opening is not closed and where the
lowest leg of the opening is tilted upward (above the horizontal) and for Toddlers
tilted 45 degrees below the horizontal. (ASTM F1487-17 -6.1.4).

Yes

9. Is the swing equipment free of any protrusions in the path of travel of the swing
seat front, back or underside that sticks out more than 1/8 inch? (ASTM F1487-17 6.4.1)

Yes
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10. Is the play area free from any tripping hazards, such as exposed footing, rocks,
tree roots or any other environmental obstacles in the play area?

Yes

11. Are slides free from any gaps or spaces that could trap strings, clothing and/or
body parts between slide platforms and the start of the slide chute?

Yes

12. Are slides free from any projections greater than 1/8 inch away from the slide
bed perpendicular to the plane of the surrounding surface, posing entanglement
hazards? (This is not applicable to the underside of the slide chute).

Yes

13. Is the play area free from any suspended components that are within 45 degrees
of horizontal and less than 7 ft. above the protective surfacing? Suspended
components should be fastened at both ends unless they are a maximum of 7
inches long or attached to a swing seat and should not be able to be looped back on
themselves to create a circle with a 5 inch or greater perimeter. (This does not apply
to swings, climbing nets, or if the suspended component is more than 7 ft. above the
protective surfacing and a minimum of 1 inch at its widest cross-section). (ASTM
F1487-17 - 6.6).

Yes

Part 4: GENERAL UPKEEP OF PLAYGROUNDS (CPSC 4.0)
1. Is the entire playground free from miscellaneous debris, graffiti, litter such as
cans, animal waste, broken glass, grass, and/or weeds within the playing area?
2. Is the swing support structure in good condition, secure with no noted movement?

Yes
No

Area #1 has a bent frame as noted above under Item 8, at the base but this is not considered a potential safety
hazard at the time of inspection. This is a maintenance item for future consideration to repair/replace.
Has the fault been repaired? No

Priority: Low

3. Is the slide support structure in good condition, secure with no noted movement?

Yes

4. Are access devices to the equipment in good condition, secure and no noted
movement?

Yes

5. Are slide beds smooth with no damage, openings or sharp edges noted?

Yes

6. Are all guardrails, protective barriers, support bars and other related devices fully
secured with no noted movement?

Yes

Part 5: PARTS OF THE PLAYGROUND (CPSC 5.0)
INFORMATION: Never use less than 9 inches of loose-fill material (provides fall height of 7ft typical unless it is
Engineered wood chips which may provide protection from head injury up to 10ft max. fall) except for
shredded rubber (6 inches is recommended which provides 10ft fall height protection typically). Shallower
depths are too easily displaced and compacted. It is recommended that a certificate indicating compliance
with ASTM F1292 that indicates the fall heights for which the protective surfacing material has been tested be
kept on file for the Owner's records.
1. What are the critical fall heights of the different components and their respective fall surfacing depth at
time of inspection?
Area #1 swings at 7'-0" height with 0" depth of surfacing; Area #2 composite unit at 4ft height with +/-5" depth
of wood chip surfacing; Area #3 swings at 8'-3" height with 0" depth of surfacing; Area #4 whirl at 16 inches
height with 2-1/2-3 inch depth of surfacing; Area #5 at 32 inch height at 4-seat rocker with +/-5 inch depth of
surfacing; Area #6 does not need any surfacing as it is a ground level component; Area #7 is to be converted
to an art component as it does not meet (nor will it meet) current playground safety standards and/or
guidelines.
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2. Is the play area free of any designated playing surfaces that are equal to or
greater than 2 inches x 2 inches flat surface having an angle less than 30 degrees
from horizontal, that is not accommodated by the depth of fall surfacing provided?
(CPSC definitions)

No

The component in Area #7 has a flat surface that exceeds 2"x2" and is therefore considered a playing surface
if this component is to be a playing component. It is not recommended that this component remain a playing
component, but instead is recommended to have a label indicating that 'no climbing allowed' and a memorial
plaque be provided which would make this an art component and not a playing component. If it remains a
playing component, there is no fall surfacing and this is considered a Priority 1 safety hazard potential that
could lead to a permanent and/or fatal injury.
Has the fault been repaired? No

Priority: High

3. Are the appropriate clear use zones provided for the equipment? Swings, clear 6ft
on ends, 2xht in front and in back; 6ft clear typical; 9 ft if between equipment that is
greater than 30 inches high; 9ft between equipment if one is less than 30 inches
high and adjacent is greater than 30 inches high; no overlap at merry-go-rounds
unless rotating eqpt is less than 20 inch diameter. Front and back side use zones of
swings should never overlap use zone of other equipment.

No

Area #3 swings conflict with the trees that are in the area as the branches encroach into the use zone of the
swings. There needs to be 14 ft clear in the front and in the rear (where the branches are) for the swings.
These branches need to be pruned as this could lead to a temporary / minor injury and is a Priority 2 safety
hazard potential.
Has the fault been repaired? No
Priority: Medium
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4. Are platforms horizontal within a tolerance of +/-2degrees and have openings for
drainage? (ASTM F1487-17 - 7.5)

Yes

5. Are the platforms at the age appropriate height for the designated age group?
Platforms for Toddlers (6m-23mo.) do not exceed 32 inches from the ground;
Differences in platforms for Toddlers = 7 inches, for Pre-School (2-5 yrs) = 12 inches,
and for School-age (5-12 yrs) = 18 inches.

Yes

6. Do the elevated platforms have the appropriate barriers and/or guardrails for the
designated age group? For Toddlers: if platforms above 18 inches barriers used with
top rail at 24 inches or higher & bottom rails less than 3 inches above platform;
Preschool-age if platforms is 20 inches heigh but less than 30 inches, guardrails
with top rail at 29 inches or greater with bottom rail greater than 9 inches but less
than or equal to 23 inches are used; If platform greater than 30 inches high, the top
barrier rail is 29 inches or higher with bottom rail less than 3.5 inches above
platform; For School-age if platform is greater than 30 inches high but less than 48
inches, the top guardrail is 38 inches or higher with bottom rail greater than 9 inches
but less than 28 inches; If the platform height is greater than 48 inches, barrier top
rail is 38 inches or higher with bottom rail less than 3.5 inches above platform.

Yes

INFORMATION: Barriers/Guardrails do not apply where these would interfere with the intended use of the
equipment, such as climbing equipment, or platforms layered so that the fall height is 7 inches for Toddlers,
max. 20 inches for Preschool, and max. 30 inches for School age.
7. Are all of the openings in barriers/guardrails off of the platforms equal to or less
than 15 inches where connecting components are accessed? (ASTM F1487-17 - 7.5)

Yes

8. If openings in barriers/guardrails off of platforms are wider than 15 inches do they
have a guardrail to prevent an accidental fall? (ASTM F1487-17 - 7.5.5.2)

Yes

9. Is the play equipment free of any open spaces or gaps between stepped
platforms that present entrapment hazard potentials? For Toddlers if space is less
than 7 inches, infill should be used to reduce space to less than 3 inches; for
Preschool (and School-age), if the space exceeds 9 inches and the height of the
lower platform above the surfacing exceeds 30 inches (48 inches for School-age),
infill should be provided to reduce the space to less than 3.5 inches.

Yes

10. Are the methods of access and egress age appropriate for the designated
users? Rung ladders, arch climbers are not the sole means of access for 2-5yr-old
users.

Yes

11. Are hand supports provided for transitions between the top of the access
method and the platform?

Yes

12. Do the rungs and hand gripping components have a diameter between 0.95
inches and 1.55 inches? The preferred is 1.25 inches.

Yes

13. Are there continuous handrails the full length of both sides of stairways and
stepladders? (ASTM F1487-17 7.2.6)

Yes

14. Is the vertical distance from the front edge of step to the top surface of the
handrail age appropriate? Toddlers = 15-20 inches; Preschool=22-26 inches; Schoolage=22-38inches

Yes

15. Are steps and rungs of ladders evenly spaced within a tolerance of +/-0.25
inches and horizontal within a tolerance of +/-2degrees? (ASTM F1487-17 7.2)

Yes
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16. If wheelchair ramps are provided do they have handrails on both sides if 30
inches above the protective surface for Pre-School, and 48 inches for School Age
children? (ASTM F1487-17-7.5.5.5)

NA

17. If wheelchair ramps are provided, do they have a curb projecting above the ramp
a min. of 2 inches (except when guardrails or ramps present that meet
requirements)? (ASTM F1487-17 - 7.5.5.6)

NA

INFORMATION: Sliding Poles, 360+degree slides, chain or cable walks, track rides, fulcrum seesaws, log rolls,
free standing arch or flexible climbers not for Preschool or younger; Balance Beams and Merry-go-rounds not
for Toddlers; Preschool Age balance beams max. 12 inches, merry-go-rounds max. 14 inches; School Age
balance beam max. 16 inches, merry-go-rounds max. 18 inches; Perimeter of openings in net structure should
be less than 17 inches, or greater than 28 inches. Horizontal ladders/rings are for 4-12yr olds; 4 and 5 yr old
max. height is 60 inches with take-off at 18 inches max, and School age no more than 84 inches height with
take-off no more than 36 inches; full bucket seats typically for 9mo.-23mo. unless labeled otherwise;
18. Do play components comply with age appropriate requirements, fall heights and
use zones?

No

Area #4 merry-go-round (whirl) measured 16 inches above the surfacing and there is no label indicating if this
equipment item is intended for pre-school (2-5) or school age (5-12) year old children - if for 5-12 year children,
the height is acceptable, but without the label age indicator this is a Priority 1 safety hazard potential; Area #5
has a beam that is at 13 inches which has the same concern as the merry-go-round - the age indicator is
critical in order to meet compliance. Without the labels this is a Priority 1 safety hazard potential.
Has the fault been repaired? No

Priority: High

19. Does the embankment slide chute have a max. height of 12 inches above the
underlying ground surface to elliminate the hazard of falls from elevated heights?

NA

20. Are slides provided with a means to channel a user into a sitting position at the
entrance to the slide chute, such as a guardrail, hood or other device that
discourages climbing?

Yes

21. Are handholds provided to facilitate the transition from standing to sitting and
decrease the risk of falls at the slide chute entrance (except tube slides where the
tube perimeter provides hand support)?

Yes

22. Are slide platforms at least 19 inches deep for Toddlers, 14 inches deep for
Preschool and School-Age users?

Yes
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23. Are slide exits for Toddlers (6mo.-23mo.) a max. of 6 inches above protective
surfacing? For older children if the slide is up to 4ft high, is the exit 11" or less above
the surfacing? If the slide is higher than 4 ft, is the exit 7" to 15" above the surfacing?

No

Area #2 has a double slide off of the 4ft deck height but exits at 23 inches above the surfacing, and it has a
curved slide off of the 4ft deck height and exits at 24 inches above the surfacing. With sufficient surfacing
depth this would be a minor / temporary injury potential, but because this area lacks sufficient surfacing depth
to prevent a permanent / fatal injury, this is considered a Priority 1 safety hazard potential at these locations.
Has the fault been repaired? No
Priority: High

24. Do tube slides have a 23 inch minimum internal dimension?

NA

25. Do the swings support frames discourage climbing? i.e. A-frame supports
should not have horizontal cross-bars.

Yes

26. Are there only two single-axis swings in a swing bay? No more than 2 are
recommended.

No

Area #3 has each bay with 3 swings per bay. This presents a potential for a collision between the children as
the one in the middle might exit off and get hit by the other two swinging children leading to a minor /
temporary injury. This is a Priority 2 safety hazard potential.
Has the fault been repaired? No

Priority: Medium
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27. Are two bucket seats in their own bay of swing equipment? Full bucket seat
swings should be separate from other swings or at least in a separate bay of the
same structure.

No

Area #3 has a full bucket seat combined with 2 belt swing seats. This could lead to a collision of children and
end in a minor / temporary injury. This is a Priority 2 safety hazard potential.
Has the fault been repaired? No

Priority: Medium

28. Is the pivot point for full bucket seat swings between 47 inches to 96 inches
above the protective surfacing with the full bucket seat a minimum of 24 inches
above the protective surfacing?

No

Area #3 has a pivot point that is 99 inches above the surfacing which exceeds the maximum recommended
pivot point for full bucket swing seats. This area also lacks adequate fall surfacing to prevent a permanent /
fatal injury so this is considered a Priority 1 safety hazard potential at the time of inspection.
Has the fault been repaired? No

Priority: High

29. Are belt swings no less than 12 inches above the protective surfacing?
30. If swings are for 2-12yr. old children are the belt seats between 12 inches to 18
inches above the protective surfacing? Above 18 inches, these would be intended for
5-12 yr. old children.

Yes
No

There are no age indicator labels. The belt swings at Area #3 are set 21 inches above the ground (there is no
protective surfacing). This is a Priority 1 safety hazard potential until labels and protective surfacing are
provided.
Has the fault been repaired? No

Priority: High

31. Is a multi-axis swing provided in its own bay? These should not share a bay with
another swing of any type.

NA

32. If a tire swing is provided, does the tire have a drain hole allowing the water to
drain freely?

NA

33. If a 3-D climbing net structure is provided, is the mesh structure arranged so that
there is no clear opening between flexible members with a vertical dimension
greater than 72 inches and a dia. greater than 18 inches for Preschool and 20 inches
for School age children? (ASTM F1487-17 - 8.2.5)

NA
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34. If Upper body equipment is provided, is it free from any non-compliant issues
that differ from ASTM F1487-17 8.3? If no, list the non-compliant items if not
addressed in other sections of this inspection report.

NA

35. If a fulcrum seesaw is provided does it have shock absorbing material, or does it
have a spring centering mechanism that does not have any crush or shear issues?
(ASTM F1487-8.10)

NA

36. If spring rocking equipment is provided is it free of any projections? (ASTM
F1487-17 8.11)

Yes

37. If track rides are provided is the lowest portion of the hand gripping component
64 inches - 78 inches above the protective surfacing? (ASTM F1487-17-8.13)

NA

38. Do all components provided fit into current CPSC Guidelines and ASTM
Standards? i.e. if there is a component on site that is not covered by current CPSC
325 or ASTM F1487-17, what is it?

Notes

Area #7 has the component is not specifically covered in current CPSC 325 or ASTM F1487-17 and is
recommended to be considered an art component and not a playing component.
Inspection Complete: Carmen Posey, CPSI #47132-1122

Comments:
Priority 1 and 2 safety hazard potentials need attention. In summary:
1. Some form of physical separation is recommended between the play area and the street to keep vehicles
from coming on to the play area and to keep children from running into the street. Priority 1 safety hazard
potential.
2. Play area and equipment components need age appropriate signage / labels: Priority 1 safety hazard
potential.
3. Burn hazard potential is present; signage recommended; Priority 2 safety hazard potential.
4. Fall surfacing is compacted in Area #2 and is inadequate in all areas; Priority 1 safety hazard potential.
5. Area #1 has peeling rubber at bucket seat; Priority 2 safety hazard potential.
6. Area #6 has rough edges exposed and #7 has sharp metal edges exposed; Priority 2 safety hazard
potential.
5. Broken spring rockers in Area #5; Priority 1 safety hazard potential.
6. Open 's' at swings poses entanglement hazard potential; Priority 2 safety hazard potential.
7. Area #3 lacks use zone clearances; Priority 2 safety hazard potential.
8. Area #2 slides exit too high; Priority 1 safety hazard potential.
9. Area #3 has 3 swings in a bay; Priority 2 safety hazard potential.
10. Area #3 combines a full bucket seat swing with belt swing seats in a bay; Priority 2 safety hazard potential.
11. Area #3 has the full bucket swing in a frame that exceeds the maximum pivot point above the surfacing;
Priority 1 safety hazard potential.
12. Maintenance items that are not safety hazard potentials also need attention, but once the Priority 1 and 2
safety hazard potential items are resolved, the play area may be considered compliant with current playground
standards and guidelines.
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